PUBLIC HEARING
DGIAD's Corrections to the Statement of Evidence

Madam Chair, four corrections to the Defence Statement of Evidence are required as follows:

- At paragraph 19, delete the first two sentences and replace with, “Defence has consulted with the Sydney Harbour Federation Trust. They manage the oval east of HMAS Penguin on behalf of the Mosman Municipal Council.”

- At paragraph 38, the third sentence is to be deleted and replaced with, “Pittwater Annexe is serviced by Sydney Buses.”

- At paragraph 72, delete, “early 2011” and replace with “mid 2011”. Then delete “mid 2013” and replace with “end 2013”.

- At Attachment 1, the Stakeholder list for HMAS Penguin, Item c, delete “Mosman City Council” and replace with, “Mosman Municipal Council”.